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Abstract—This article investigates the performance of1

multicriteria-based load-balancing scheme among gateways in2

fog-assisted Internet of Things (IoT). We employ a queueing3

model of the IoT system to calculate the latency of data streams4

from the IoT devices to the applications. However, a gateway5

node may easily become congested since all the traffic to IP6

networks are directed toward the gateway. A congested point can7

affect system performance and may cause reliability problems8

in the system. Thus, we employ multiple gateways to allevi-9

ate the performance degradation of the network, along with10

a multicriteria decision-making (MCDM)-based load-balancing11

policy among the gateways to achieve a global load fairness. The12

proposed model is evaluated in single-hop IPv6 over low-power13

wireless personal area networks (6LoWPANs). The evaluation14

results show the effectiveness of the proposed load-balancing15

model in providing fast and reliable responses to user queries.16

Index Terms—IPv6 over low-power wireless personal area17

network (6LoWPAN), fog-based Internet of Things (IoT), hybrid18

proxy, load balancing, multicriteria decision making (MCDM).19

I. INTRODUCTION20

T
HE Internet of Things (IoT) has been developed as an21

intriguing paradigm that describes the connections of22

smart objects and devices over IP networks with the support of23

modern communication techniques [1], [2]. The IoT enables24

things to observe and sense the environment states, to make25

coordinated decisions in various sensing service applications,26

such as smart transportation, smart healthcare, home automa-27

tion, and smart city. In order to realize the full benefits of the28

IoT, it is necessary to provide the new innovative networking29

technologies and communication schemes, which allows IPv630

communications over low-power and lossy networks (LLNs)31

such as wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [3]–[5].32

To this end, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has33

developed some standardized communications protocols, such34

as the IPv6 over low-power wireless personal area networks35

(6LoWPANs) [6], the routing protocol for low power and36

lossy network (RPL) [7], and the constrained application pro-37

tocol (CoAP) [8] to tackle the technical challenges of the38
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existing protocol’s overhead against the limitations of the 39

sensing devices in the terms of constrained energy, memory, 40

and computational resources [9]. However, providing sufficient 41

computing resources to process and store the huge amount 42

of generated data by the distributed IoT devices is necessary 43

to alleviate the traffic load in the network and minimize the 44

latency of IoT devices [11]. 45

Owing to the large volumes of high-velocity streams of data, 46

a specialized platform is employed to process and store the 47

big data generated from the distributed IoT devices. The plat- 48

form can provide flexible and efficient computing resources 49

by connecting to a remote cloud backend [12], [13]. Such 50

an architecture can offer localized services by leveraging the 51

processing and storage resources of the cloud on the edge of 52

the network, known as fog computing. Specifically, in-network 53

computation is provided through edge devices (e.g., gateways 54

located on the fog nodes) by initially processing the collected 55

data from the distributed sensors and transmitting the refined 56

data toward the requested host. This is necessary to facilitate 57

the service management and real-time processing of data from 58

a wide variety of IoT devices [14]. However, transmitting the 59

generated data from the IoT devices to the gateways may con- 60

sume high bandwidth and energy of the IoT devices. Besides, it 61

increases the latency of data processing in the network, which 62

makes it intolerable for many delay-sensitive applications [15]. 63

To accommodate performance issues, content caching in 64

the application layer is proposed to speed up the delivery 65

rate of the processing data and solve the energy efficiency 66

problem. Therefore, the sensed data will be sent to the gate- 67

way by the IoT devices and clients can access the sensed data 68

from the gateway rather than the IoT device. However, all of 69

this generated traffic from low-power wireless personal area 70

networks (LoWPANs) should pass through the gateway, which 71

may easily become congested bottleneck and cause reliability 72

problems [16]. Multiple gateways can be employed to relieve 73

this issue and provide efficient connectivity within the IoT 74

network. 75

Two adjacent gateways may be located close to each other, 76

thus, having overlapped coverage areas. Consequently, each 77

IoT device may be associated with one or more gateway(s) 78

of the edge nodes. In this case, the traffic loads among the 79

gateways may be unbalanced due to the absence of the proper 80

load-balancing scheme. The overloaded gateways will become 81

the bottleneck of the system, thus causing longer communi- 82

cations latency of data streams in the network. Over several 83

research works in literature, applications workload is assigned 84
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to each gateway according to the required computing resource85

in a hierarchical cloudlet network in [17]. Specifically, an86

application-aware load-balancing scheme is applied in [18]87

to select the destination gateways for different types of user88

requests and the amount of computing resources allocated for89

each application in each cloudlet. However, assigning all work-90

loads of the application to a specific gateway would incur the91

recaching problem among gateways in a dynamic IoT environ-92

ment. To solve the problem, a multicriteria decision-making93

(MCDM)-based load-balancing technique can be employed to94

alleviate the network latency by efficiently associating the task95

requests among the overlapping gateways.96

In this article, we present an analytical model to evaluate the97

performance of traffic load balancing in a multiple gateway-98

enabled IoT system. The proposed load-balancing model in99

this article is twofold. First, a queuing network problem is100

solved to evaluate the latency of task executing in the network.101

After modeling, an MCDM-based load-balancing scheme is102

used to balance the traffic loads among the gateways to achieve103

a global load fairness and reduced latency of service process-104

ing in the IoT system. The main contributions and key results105

of this article are summarized as follows.106

1) We present a model-driven and analytical approach107

to evaluate the performance of a load-balanced108

multigateway-enabled IoT system. To the best of our109

knowledge, this is the first study that considers the110

M/G/1 system with a multiple vacation model for eval-111

uating the network latency in load balancing the traffic112

loads among gateways. In this model, the busy period of113

the controller for processing the task requests of other114

gateways induce vacations for each of the other gate-115

ways. The works of literature consider a simple M/M/1116

model for evaluating the network delay [16]–[19].117

However, despite the Poisson process provide a good118

approximation of the arrival rate in real systems [20],119

exponential distribution may not provide a general esti-120

mation of the real-world scenarios. Considering more121

general queuing models can increase the effectiveness122

of the evaluation model for real-world applications.123

2) We formulate the problem of workload allocation into124

the gateways as a multiobjective optimization problem125

in the form of a mixed-integer linear programming126

(MILP). The proposed MILP model tries to balance127

the network load by minimizing the maximum loads128

of the gateways. Since this problem is NP-complete,129

we apply an MCMD method for gateway selection by130

taking into account their load changes over time in131

order to deal with the high time complexity issue of132

the MILP model, particularly in large-scale scenarios.133

The analytical hierarchy process (AHP) is one of the134

most popular MCDM method that is being used in135

complex decision-making processes due to its simplic-136

ity and consistency [21]–[23]. It is an effective method137

in the decision-making problem (e.g., load manage-138

ment problem) that selects the most suitable gateway139

by evaluating the candidate gateways.140

3) We deploy the IPv6 protocol stack over sensor devices141

and integrate the IoT devices with multiple gateways142
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Fig. 1. Example scenario of IoT sensing system.

load-balancing method to make the evaluation closer to 143

the real-world models. 144

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In 145

Section II, we briefly describe the system model used in this 146

article. In Section III, the proposed analytical load-balancing 147

scheme is described in detail. In Section IV, we demonstrate 148

and discuss the evaluation results, followed by the conclusion 149

in Section V. 150

II. SYSTEM MODEL 151

This article considers a multigateway-based 6LoWPAN 152

architecture that supports the MCDM-based load-balancing 153

method to balance the traffic loads among the gateways. In 154

this architecture, which is schematically shown in Fig. 1, all 155

sensor nodes access the Internet through the gateways. The 156

gateway deployment leverages the edge IoT architecture in 157

which gateways are border entities in the networks and handle 158

ingress and egress data traffic. In addition, a software-defined 159

networking (SDN)-based core is used to connect the gateways 160

to the Internet. Gateway nodes are connected to the OpenFlow- 161

enabled switches that separate out the control functions from 162

data forwarding functions. The SDN controller manages the 163

gateway nodes via the OpenFlow-based switches that monitor 164

the traffic at the data plane [24]. It also has a load-balancing 165

function to associate the user load to the gateways in a fairly 166

manner. 167

The sensor nodes keep measuring the environmental param- 168

eters, e.g., noise-level measurement, and send the measured 169

data to the gateways using CoAP POST methods in a con- 170

firmable (CON) mode. Since the CoAP protocol utilizes 171

UDP in the transport layer, it supports optional reliability 172

by defining two modes of messages: 1) CON and 2) non- 173

confirmable (NON). To ensure reliable communication, the 174

messages are retransmitted with exponential timeouts until the 175

receiver acknowledges the reception of data or it reaches to 176

the maximum number of retransmissions. 177

A Web application accesses the measured data via a gate- 178

way/proxy with a cache deployed on it to allow some of the 179

user queries to be served from the cache. However, the IoT 180

data are transient [25], i.e., it has a lifetime and expires after 181

this time period. Therefore, a caching policy is required to 182

keep the cached data up-to-date in the proxy. We employed 183

a CoAP proxy to leverage the functionalities offered by the 184

proxy in decoupling the applications from physical sensors and 185
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devices. A CoAP proxy usually operates in different opera-186

tional modes of forward proxy and reverse proxy. In the former187

case, proxy obtains the sensed data by sending CoAP GET188

methods, while in the latter case, a periodical transmission of189

the sensed data is used by the IoT nodes. Hybrid proxy can190

leverage the benefits of both forward and reverse proxies [8].191

In this model, a reverse proxy with occasional forward queries192

serves as a gateway between applications and sensor nodes.193

Upon receiving a request, the cache decides whether to194

retrieve the fresh sensing data from the sensors using the CoAP195

GET method (in piggybacked CON mode) or to use the cached196

sensing data. Let G = {1, . . . , m} denotes a set of gateways in197

the system and λ be the aggregated task request arrival rate to198

the system. Thus199

λ =

m
∑

g=1

λg, g ∈ G = {1, . . . , m} (1)200

where λg is the arrival rate to each gateway g ∈ G and m is201

the number of gateways. If we assume that IoT nodes send202

the data in exponentially distributed time periods with mean203

Ts = 1/λs = 60 s, the probability that the user query finds204

the outdated records (ORs) in different gateways is denoted205

by [29]206

POR,g =

∫ ∞

x=Ts

P
{

Ag < As|Ag = x
}

dB(x)207

=
λg

λs + λg

e−(λg+λs)Ts , g ∈ {1..m}. (2)208

The above expression calculates the probability that interar-209

rival times between the user requests is smaller than the cache210

update intervals (i.e., Prob[Ag < As]), consequently it shows211

the probability of data requests that should be forwarded to212

the IoT devices. Ag and As are the Laplace–Stieltjes trans-213

form (LST) of the interarrival time of the user requests to the214

gateway g ∈ G and the refresh messages of the sensor nodes,215

respectively. As Poisson interarrival times are exponential ran-216

dom variables, they are typically exponentially distributed and217

the LST of number of arriving messages can be defined as218

A∗j (s) =

∫ ∞

0

e−sxλje
−λjxdx =

λj

λj + s
, j ∈ {g, s}. (3)219

Thus, the required refreshment messages are sent with the220

rate λget,g = λg × POR,g.221

III. TRAFFIC LOAD BALANCING AMONG GATEWAYS222

A. Problem Statement223

There are often several overlapping gateways in the IoT224

domain running over IEEE802.15.4/6LoWPAN, which play a225

significant role in packet delivery as a relay point and end-226

devices. The generated traffic in 6LoWPAN is directed to227

the Internet via the gateways. To this end, a multigateway-228

based architecture can provide significant benefits in terms229

of network capacity and reliability. Normally, an SDN server230

would select the nearest local gateway with more computa-231

tional resources for task association. However, this may lead232

to the imbalanced traffic load among gateways, so that some233

SDN 

Controller

Gateway-1
Gateway-2

1y-yyya
atateewwwaayyyy 22

Smart 

Devices

Fig. 2. Illustration of unbalanced traffic loads among gateways.

gateways suffer from heavy loads while the others are lightly 234

loaded. 235

The heavily loaded gateways may confront the increased 236

cache miss rate that will rise the need for retrieving the fresh 237

data from the IoT devices. Apart from the energy exhaustion of 238

the nodes that are close to these gateways, it may incur a higher 239

delay beside the longer processing queues, which necessitates 240

applying a workload-balancing scheme among the overlapping 241

gateways. 242

Fig. 2 depicts a scenario of unbalanced traffic among gate- 243

ways in a smart city application. Let us consider a smart city 244

system in which the streets and buildings are equipped with 245

smart devices and sensors. These smart devices sense the envi- 246

ronmental parameters and send them to the nearest gateway 247

that is available for them. Suppose in a special holiday, a large 248

number of retrieval requests for finding the available parking 249

spot, location of special places, traffic monitoring, weather 250

conditions, etc., are sent toward these devices. Consequently, 251

each device may need to transmit a large amount of data to 252

these requests, which may result in increased delay of network 253

and exhaust the energy supplies of the resources. In order to 254

efficiently deliver the sensed data, the gateways cache their 255

data periodically and respond to the requests on behalf of the 256

devices. Normally, the gateways at the main streets or crowded 257

places receive the most client retrieval requests that may lead 258

to the improper load balancing and congestion on links nearby 259

them. The unbalanced traffic loads may significantly increase 260

the average delay of the network and disable the efficient data 261

transmitting in the smart city system. 262

To this end, we leverage a load-balancing strategy of 263

multiple gateways based on the SDN-based core network. In 264

this method, the controller obtains an evenly balanced server 265

load by considering the changing features of the network, such 266

as resource loads and available resources. The SDN controller 267

is a logical entity that implements the network policy, such 268

as traffic scheduling and load management [26]. This solution 269

can achieve a global load fairness and reduced latency of ser- 270

vice processing in the IoT system. Furthermore, combining the 271

load-balancing technology with the resource caching method 272

provides reduced energy consumption for the IoT devices. 273

B. Problem Formulation 274

To formulate the problem, we have defined L as the total 275

load of a set of overlapping gateways, G = {g1, g2, . . . , gm}, 276

where m is the number of gateways in each overlapping area. 277

γt represents the load factor of each individual task, and the 278

residual load capacity of each gateway is denoted by Lres,g, 279
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Fig. 3. MCDM-based load-balancing scheme. AQ3

respectively. The problem can be formulated as280

min αL+ β
∑

t

∑

g

Bt,g281

s.t. C1:
∑

t∈tasks

Bt,gγt < L ∀g ∈ gateways282

C2:
∑

t∈tasks

Bt,gγt < Lres,g ∀g ∈ gateways283

C3:
∑

g∈gateways

Bt,g ≤ 1 ∀t ∈ tasks284

Var. Lg ≥ 0, Bt,g ∈ {0, 1}. (4)285

Bt,g is a binary variable indicating whether the task t286

is assigned to the gateway g (i.e., Bt,g = 1) or not (i.e.,287

Bt,g= 0). α and β represent the importance of the load factor288

of gateways and the number of assigned tasks in the objective289

function, respectively. Constraints C1 and C2 ensure that the290

assigned load to each gateway must be less than the resid-291

ual load capacity of the gateways. Constraint C3 imposes that292

each task can be allocated to exactly one gateway.293

Theorem 1: The problem of fairly assigning tasks to a set294

of overlapping gateways is NP-complete.295

Proof: Let us consider m gateways where each of which296

can process at most Lres,g, g = 1 . . . m, amount of work-297

loads. Moreover, without loss of generality, we define a set of298

requesting tasks with different weights wg as the load factor299

of the task and the value vg as the perceived gain by the users.300

The goal is to assign the maximum number of tasks (e.g., max-301

imum value) to the gateways given the maximal load capacity302

of the gateways. Thus, the problem is reduced in polynomial303

time to the known 0-1 multiple Knapsack problem [27]. Since304

the 0-1 multiple Knapsack problem is known as NP-complete,305

we can conclude that the addressed problem is NP-complete.306

C. Heuristic Algorithm307

The proposed MILP model is in the form of an NP-complete308

problem, thus we use the AHP algorithm to tackle the time309

complexity of the problem. To investigate the performance of310

multigateway systems, it is essential to calculate the overall311

latency of the network. The overall latency of the data streams312

(Ttot) consists of the transmission delay (Tt) toward gateways313

AHP Execution Interval

Task Assignment Interval

...

Time slot #k-1Time slot #k-1 Time slot #kTime slot #k

...

Time slot #k+1Time slot #k+1

Fig. 4. Time slots in AHP method.

and the processing delay (Tp) by the respective gateway. Thus, 314

we have 315

Ttot,g = Tt,g + Tp,g. (5) 316

The former delay can be neglected if the cached data are 317

used instead of the retrieving data from sensor nodes. 318

The local controller consists of two components: 1) traffic 319

monitoring module (TMM) and 2) load optimization module 320

(LOM). The TMM is responsible for the collection, analysis, 321

and reporting of the traffic load on each gateway. It per- 322

forms the operation by separating the gateway’s traffic loads 323

and analyzing the latency of gateways. Then, it assigns them 324

into three different lists named over-loaded, under-loaded, and 325

normal-load gateways 326

Lc =







g → GOverload Ttot,g > δH

g → GNormalload δM ≤ Ttot,g ≤ δH

g → GUnderload Ttot,g < δM

(6) 327

where δH and δM are the upper and lower thresholds of 328

the queuing latency, respectively. These parameters can be 329

adjusted according to the network specifications. TMM will 330

also collaborate with LOM in the enhancing gateway’s traf- 331

fic loads, with the intent to ensure fairness and reduce the 332

network latency and the energy consumption of sensor nodes. 333

After classifying the gateway lists regarding queue latency, 334

LOM is responsible for assigning tasks at each time slot τ . 335

In fact, each time slot is divided into two intervals. The first 336

interval is allocated for running the AHP algorithm and in the 337

second interval, the arriving tasks are allocated to the selected 338

gateway until the end of τ (Fig. 4). This will prevent the unnec- 339

essary service delay, which is essential in delay-sensitive IoT 340

applications. 341

Thus, the load-balancing mechanism consists of three 342

iterative process. 343

Step 1: TMM monitors the traffic load of the associated 344

gateways and accordingly assign them into three 345

different lists named as over-loaded, under-loaded, 346

and normal-load. 347

Step 2: LOM applies the AHP decision-making method 348

for the overlapping gateways in normal-loaded and 349

under-loaded lists to find the best suitable server 350

for incoming tasks. 351

Step 3: After assigning the tasks to each gateway, the load 352

of the gateway is updated by the monitoring module 353

of the controller. The server load may also change 354

in task departure time. 355

Thus, in order to calculate the task processing latency of 356

the gateways, at first, we will focus on the transmission and 357

processing delay of each gateway in the network. The notation 358

for the most important parameters is shown in Table I. 359
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TABLE I
IMPORTANT PARAMETER NOTATION

bc 
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Switches
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λ  ,Arrival rate of C 

bc  ,Mean Service time of C 

bg, Mean Service rate of  g

λg   , Arrival rate of  g    

..
.
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*˟

 

# ˟

 

λg1 bg1 
˟

 

˟

 
λg2 bg2 

####

λg3 bg3 
***

Fig. 5. Queueing model of gateway deployment.

D. Delay Analysis of Network360

In this section, we suppose that the system consists of m361

homogeneous gateways, which independently render service362

to the jobs in a nonpreemptive fashion according to the FCFS363

discipline. The SDN controller acts as an M/D/1 queueing364

system which indicates that the interarrival time of requests365

exponentially distributed with a rate of 1/(λ =
∑m

g=1 λg),366

while task service times are deterministic and it depends on367

the resource capacity of the controller. When the controller368

receives a new job request, it processes the requests and369

forwards it to the respective gateway, as shown in Fig. 5.370

Each gateway is modeled as an M/G/1 queuing system with371

multiple vacations model [30]. The vacation queueing models372

are an extension of the classical queueing theory in which the373

server becomes unavailable (performing nonqueueing jobs) for374

some potentially random period of time. The vacation process375

could be characterized by three aspects: 1) vacation start-up376

rule; 2) vacation termination rule; and 3) vacation duration377

distribution [31]. These models make queueing systems more378

realistic and flexible for real-world scenarios by allowing the379

server to perform nonqueueing jobs. In this case, the vacation380

model is applied for enabling to calculate the request pro-381

cessing latency induced by the controller. In other words, the382

latency of task processing by the controller for each stream383

is obtained in the gateway side. Because the controller is not384

able to classify the streams due to the dynamic distributions of385

tasks and resources. Thus, the busy period of the controller for386

processing the task requests of other gateways induces a vaca-387

tion for each gateway. In vacation systems, the server goes on388

vacation for some potentially random period of time. When the389

server returns from a vacation and its buffer is not empty, the390

i i+1 i+2 i+3 i+4

i+2

i+3 i+5

time

i i+1

i+5 i+6 i+n

i+6

Idle

i-th arrival i+n-th arrival

...

i+4
Three Vacations

Three Vacations 

Five Vacations
 One Vacation

...

Vacation

Vacation

Busy period 

Busy period 

Controller

gateway 1

gateway 2

gateway 3

Fig. 6. System behavior with three gateways.

service period starts. As shown in Fig. 6, when the controller 391

serves a request belonging to a gateway g, other gateways start 392

a vacation if their queue is empty. 393

The task request arrival to each gateway, g ∈ G = {1 . . . m}, 394

follows the Poisson process with an arrival rate of λg and 395

has independent and identically distributed service time with 396

a mean value of bg. Without loss of generality, we sup- 397

posed that the service time of all gateways are the same 398

and is BG(s) = Bg(s), g ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Upon completion 399

of a service if there are no tasks in the queue, the server 400

takes vacation consisting of K-phases with each phase has 401

time duration Vg,1, Vg,2, . . . , Vg,k with the distribution func- 402

tions Vg,k(x) = Bc(x), g ∈ {1 · · ·m} and k ∈ {1 . . . K}. Let 403

τg = (1− [λg/λ]) be the probability that the server takes the 404

phase k + 1 after completion of the phase k. Therefore, the 405

server will take a vacation with the probability τg, and it will 406

take a service period with the probability (1−τg). This means 407

that taking a 1-phase vacation period could be happened with 408

the probability of τ × (1−τ), and a 2-phase vacation duration 409

has the probability of τ × τ × (1 − τ). Hence, the vacation 410

period in the system is defined as 411

Vg = Vg,1 with probability τg

(

1− τg

)

412

= Vg,1 + Vg,2 with probability τ 2
g

(

1− τg

)

413

· · · 414

= Vg,1 + · · · + Vg,K−1 with probability τK−1
g

(

1− τg

)

415

= Vg,1 + · · · + Vg,K with probability τK
g

(

1− τg

)

. (7) 416

Since all vacation phases have the same distribution func- 417

tion, i.e., Vg,j(x) = Bc(x) for all j ∈ {1, K}, thus, the LST of 418

Vg is 419

V∗g (x) =

K
∑

j=1

(

V∗g,j(x)τ
j
g

)

(

1− τg

)

=

K
∑

j=1

(

B∗c(x)τ
j
g

)

(

1− τg

)

420

(8) 421

where V∗g,j(x) =
∑j

i=1 V∗g,i. Assume that all Vg,j, j ∈ {1 . . . K} 422

are mutually independent. In this case, the conditional LSTs 423

of Vg,j can be expressed as 424

K
∑

j=1

V∗g,j(x) =
(

V∗g (x)
)K

. (9) 425
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Thus, we have426

V∗g (x) =

K
∑

k=1

(

B∗c(x)τg

)k(
1− τg

)

. (10)427

To model the system, a set of Markov point {Ln, n =428

1, 2, . . .} is considered at which either a vacation is ended429

or a service is ended, where Ln is the number of task requests430

in the system immediately after the nth Markov point. Let 2n431

be the state of the gateway at the nth Markov point denoted432

by433

2n ,

{

0, end of a vacation

1, end of a service.
(11)434

The steady-state joint distributions of the number of tasks435

in g are defined by436

qg,k , lim
n→∞

Prob[2n = 0, Ln = k], k = 0, 1, 2, . . . (12)437

πg,k , lim
n→∞

Prob[2n = 1, Ln = k], k = 0, 1, 2, . . . (13)438

and the corresponding generating functions are defined by439

Qg(z) ,

∞
∑

k=0

qg,kzk (14)440

5g(z) ,

∞
∑

k=0

πg,kzk. (15)441

The model is governed by the following balance equations:442

qg,k =
(

qg,0 + πg,0

)

fg,k k ≥ 0 (16)443

πg,k =

k+1
∑

j=1

(

qg,j + πg,j

)

ag,k−j+1 k ≥ 0 (17)444

∞
∑

k=0

qg,k +

∞
∑

k=0

πg,k = 1 (18)445

where fg,k is the probability that there are k arrivals for g446

during a vacation time that its PGF is defined as447

Fg(z) =

∞
∑

k=0

fg,kzk =

∫ ∞

0

e−λg(1−z)xdVg(x)448

= V∗g
(

λg − λgz
)

. (19)449

Similarly, ag,k is the probability that k tasks arrive for g450

during a service time with the PGF of451

Ag(z) =

∞
∑

k=0

ag,kzk
452

=

∫ ∞

0

e−λg(1−z)xdBG(x) = B∗G
(

λg − λgz
)

. (20)453

Thus, we can write these equations as454

Qg(z) =
(

qg,0 + πg,0

)

V∗g
(

λg − λgz
)

(21)455

5g(z) =
[

Qg(z)+5g(z)−
(

qg,0 + πg,0

)]B∗G

(

λg − λgz
)

z
456

(22)457

Qg(1)+5g(1) = 1. (23)458

From (22) and (23), we get 459

5g(z) =

(

qg,0 + πg,0

)

[

1− V∗g
(

λg − λgz
)

]

B∗G

(

λg − λgz
)

B∗G

(

λg − λgz
)

− z
. 460

(24) 461

Substituting (22) and (25) into (24), we get 462

qg,0 + πg,0 =
1− ρg

1− ρg + λgE
[

Vg

] (25) 463

where ρg is the traffic intensity of g and can be defined as 464

ρg = (λg/µG). From (17) with k = 0 and (26), we get 465

qg,0 =

(

1− ρg

)

V∗g
(

λg

)

1− ρg + λgE
[

Vg

] (26) 466

πg,0 =

(

1− ρg

)

[

1− V∗g
(

λg

)

]

1− ρg + λgE
[

Vg

] . (27) 467

Let us assume that the service time of the controller is 468

deterministic (µc = 1/D) and the service time of each 469

gateway exponentially distributed with a mean rate of µG. 470

As V∗(x) = B∗(x) and B∗(x) = e−Dx, we have V∗(x) = 471
∫∞

0 e−λgx(1−z)dV(x) = V∗(λg−λgz). By substituting (λg−λgz) 472

in V∗(x), we can obtain V∗(λg − λgz) = e−D(λg−λgz). From 473

the above expressions, the PGF of the number of tasks is 474

denoted as 475

Qg(z) =
(

qg,0 + πg,0

)

K
∑

j=1

(

τge−D(λg−λgz)
)j

(

1− τg

)

. (28) 476

The PGF for the number of arrivals during the service time 477

is also denoted as A(z) =
∫∞

0 e−λgx(1−z)dV(x) = B∗(λg − 478

λgz) = [µG/(µG + λg − λgz)]. Thus, we have 479

5g(z) =

µG

(

qg,0 + pg,0

)

(

1−
∑K

j=1

(

τge−D(λg−λgz)
)j

(

1− τg

)

)

µG − z
(

µG + λg − λgz
) . 480

(29) 481

1) Processing Delay of the Gateway: Once we obtain the 482

queue length, we are able to calculate the distribution of wait- 483

ing time and response time. Let Wg denote the waiting time 484

in steady state, and similarly, let W∗
g (x) be the LST of W. In 485

FCFS systems, the number of jobs left after departing task is 486

equal to the number of jobs which have arrived while this task 487

was in the system, i.e., 5g(z) = W∗
g (λg − λgz)B∗(λg − λgz). 488

Thus, we have 489

W∗
g (x) =

x
(

1− ρg

)

V∗g (x)

x− λg + λgB∗G(x)
) . (30) 490

The LST of the response time of each gateway is obtained 491

by T∗g (x) = W∗
g (x)B∗g(x) and the mean value of the response 492

time is obtained as −T∗
′

g (0). Thus, we have 493

Tp,g = Tg =
v
(2)
g (1)

2λgvg

+
λgb

(2)
G

2
(

1− ρg

) + bG (31) 494

where vg = −(d/ds)V∗i (0), bG = −(d/ds)B∗G(0), and b
(2)
G = 495

−(d2/ds2)B∗G(0). 496
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2) Transmission Delay of the Gateway: We assume IoT497

devices are periodically sending the sensed data in exponen-498

tial distribution with mean Ts = 1/λs. Since the data in cache499

have a limited validity time, a gateway checks data valid-500

ity upon receiving a new request from the controller. If the501

data are valid, it will serve the request using data in the502

cache, otherwise, it will fetch the fresh data from IoT devices503

through sending a validation GET message. As we calculate504

in (2), POR,g denote the probability of sending refresh mes-505

sages toward IoT devices. Thus, the transmission time can be506

obtained as507

Tt,g = POR,g × Trtt =
Trttλge−(λg+λs)Ts

λg + λs

(32)508

where Trtt is the round trip time at the medium access control509

(MAC) layer that we calculate it using the method proposed510

in [32]. Note that we neglect the average network delay ofthe511

SDN-based core switches in delivering the traffic to the clients.512

E. AHP-Based Load Association Scheme513

AHP is an effective multicriteria decision-making method514

that is used for finding the best case among other feasi-515

ble alternatives in decision-making problems such as load516

management.517

Decision making in this method is done based on a set518

of evaluation metrics, and through nominating convenient519

weights for each metrics that are derived from experts. We520

apply a modified AHP that is able to integrate network521

statistics in the ranking procedure.522

1) Ranking the Gateways: Although it seems preferable to523

send task requests to the nearest gateways with more compu-524

tational resources, this may lead to an unbalanced processing525

load among gateways. This can affect the task’s completion526

time, which is not suitable in delay-sensitive applications.527

Thus, network parameters, such as available resources, link528

quality, and resource load can be considered as comparison529

metrics in task associations to the gateways.530

In this method, a priority is assigned to each gateway with531

respect to the weights of different metrics, in which these532

weights are defined in 1 ≤ i ≤ 9, i ∈ Z for each metric accord-533

ing to the AHP algorithm. The resource load can be applied534

as the main metric for balancing the loads among gateways535

since it reflects the current load status of each gateway in the536

network. Resource load index (LI) is defined as the remain-537

ing service time of the current task, in addition to the service538

time of the tasks that are waiting in the queue. The LST of539

remaining service time can be defined as540

B+g (x) =
1− B∗g(x)

xbp,x

. (33)541

Thus, LI can be obtained by L∗g(x) = B+g (x)W∗
g (x), and542

Lg = −L∗
′

g (0).543

Let us assume that the gateway g1 is the overloaded gate-544

way, and the gateways g2 and g3 are the candidate overlapping545

gateways with g1. First, we calculate the preference of select-546

ing each gateway in a comparison matrix as in Table II, where547

pij = (Lj/Li). From the last relation, we deduce pij = (1/pji).548

Algorithm 1 AHP-Based Load Association

1: Initialization:

a) Pk ← arrival task

b) Gg ← overlapping gateways of g

c) qover = ø, List of overloaded gateways

d) qnormal = ø, List of normalloaded gateways

e) qunder = ø, List of underloaded gateways

2: For g from 1 to m do

3: If Pk is for gateway g

4: calculating Ttot,g = Tt,g + Tp,g

5: If Ttot,g > δH

6: sending g into qover

7: for all i in Gg do

8: calculating Li according to (31)

9: calculating the priorities according to Table II-V

10: selecting the most suitable i ∈ Gg

11: sending Pk to gateway i

12: end for

13: elseif δL < Ttot,g

14: sending g into qunder

15: sending Pk to g

16: else

17: sending g into qnormal

18: sending Pk to g

19: end if

20: end if

21: end for

TABLE II
RESOURCE LOAD COMPARISON

TABLE III
PREFERENCE MATRIX

TABLE IV
FINAL PRIORITIES

To obtain the preference of the gateways, we calculate 549

the priority of each gateway with respect to the resource 550

load according to the AHP algorithm. The preference matrix, 551

Table III, is obtained by dividing each element with the sum 552

value of each column, i.e., aij = [pij/(pij + pjj + pkj)]. 553

Finally, the priorities can be obtained by normalizing the 554

preference matrix as wi = [(aii + aij + aik)/3], shown in 555

Table IV. 556
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Fig. 7. Main descriptors of the IoT system with different parameters. (a) Mean response time of each gateway. (b) Mean number of tasks in each gateway.
(c) Mean response time of the network.

TABLE V
RESOURCE LOAD COMPARISON & PRIORITY

Let us assume that LI of the three gateways are calculated557

as L1 = 2.61 ms, L2 = 1.75 ms, and L3 = 1.39 ms, respec-558

tively. Thus, the comparison matrix for these three gateways559

is obtained as Table V.560

After calculating the priorities of each gateway with respect561

to the preferred metrics, the convenient gateway can be562

selected based on these priorities. To ensure the consistency of563

prioritization in metric weights, the consistency ratio (CR) can564

be calculated to check the degree of consistency, which should565

be CR ≤ 0.1 [21]. The details of the MCDM-based load-566

balancing algorithm is shown in the following pseudocode.567

As seen, the calculations are done for each of the overlap-568

ping gateways in the network, and the number of overlapping569

gateways is limited (2 < m < 4). The overall computational570

complexity of computing the exact stationary queue length571

distribution is O(K2) [33], where K is the buffer size. Note572

that in our algorithm, the buffer size cannot be infinite due573

to the upper threshold (δH) for the server load. On the other574

hand, time complexity of AHP is in O(min{mn2, m2n}) time,575

where m is candidates and n is metrics [34]. Thus, the total576

complexity is O(K2)+ O(min{mn2, m2n}).577

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION578

To evaluate the performance of the load-balancing model,579

we consider a single-hop 6LoWPAN-based WSN with580

multiple overlapping gateways. The analytical model has581

been solved using Maple 16 from Maplesoft, Inc., [35] and582

MATLAB is used to run different simulation scenarios. The583

performance of the network is analyzed in a number of584

different scenarios.585

In the first step, we evaluate the analytical model with differ-586

ent parameters, such as task arrival rate and different vacation587

phases. Fig. 7 illustrates the effect of queuing parameters on588

the performance measures of the model. In the first scenario,589

we have considered multivacation-based queueing model with590

different arrival ratio, varying from λg = 0.2λ to λg = 0.8λ591

task arrival per second to an arbitrary gateway (λ = 250 592

arrivals per second). To investigate the effect of the number 593

of phases of vacation on the system performance, we assumed 594

each gateway can take different vacation phases from K = 1 to 595

K = 30 in each iteration. The execution time of each gateway 596

is exponentially distributed and the average gateway execution 597

time is set to (1/µG) = 45 ms. 598

The mean response time for each gateway g is shown 599

in Fig. 7(a). As it is observed from the figure, increasing 600

the number of vacation phases induces a higher level of 601

response time for the gateway. However, the delay imposed 602

by the vacation period is more noticeable in the higher arrival 603

rate. Because in higher rates of task arrival, the length of 604

vacation period taken by the gateways is longer than lower 605

rates. 606

Fig. 7(b) shows the number of tasks waiting in the queue 607

for each gateway. As can be seen, the mean number of tasks 608

is increasing function with respect to both request arrival 609

rate and the number of phases of vacation. However, when 610

λg= 200, the graph rises with a steep slope as compared to 611

λg = 50. The reason for this is due to the fact that when 612

the task arrival rate increases, the probability of taking longer 613

vacation periods rises for each gateway. Thus, the graph rises 614

with the steeper rate in higher arrival rates. 615

In the next step, we consider the end-to-end delay of the 616

network in different scenarios. First, the average delay of the 617

SDN-based IoT domain is considered with different arrivals 618

from λ = 250 to λ = 400, and varying number of gateways 619

(from 2 to 7) in the system. The maximum vacation phases is 620

set to K = 30, and the average execution time of the gateways 621

is considered 1/µG = 45 ms, respectively. Fig. 7(c) shows that 622

the average delay of the tasks increases with the number of 623

gateways whilst it shows a small rise with arrival rate. The 624

reason for this is the contention of additional gateways on 625

the controller and longer vacation periods that are induced for 626

each gateway. 627

The next scenario evaluates the effectiveness of MCDM- 628

based load balancing in comparison with the conventional 629

round robin (RR) and response time-based load-balancing 630

method [26]. RR load balancing is a way that widely used 631

to distribute client requests among the servers due to its sim- 632

plicity. As known in RR, the requests are forwarded to each 633

server in turn and the algorithm instructs the load balancer to 634

jump back to the beginning of the list once the end is reached 635
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Fig. 8. (a) Priority of gateways over time. (b) Loads in MCDM-based method.
(c) Loads in RR method. (d) Loads in LBBSRT.

and repeats again. This solution can achieve a better response636

time than a random load-balancing strategy [28]. However,637

considering the server delay in traffic load balancing can help638

to obtain better response time. In addition, server load may639

impact on selecting the appropriate threshold for the response640

times. So, we take into account the weighted index of network641

features in balancing the traffic loads.642

In order to evaluate it, a domain with three overlapping gate-643

ways are considered with LI of L1 = 2.61 ms, L2 = 1.75 ms,644

and L3 = 1.39 ms for each gateway. Fig. 8(a) illustrates645

the variation of the gateways priority with respect to their646

Resource LI. As can be seen, the priority of the gateways647

almost converges to the same value over time as the load is648

assigned to them in a fairly manner. Fig. 8(b)–(d) demonstrates649

the comparative results of the LI of the gateways in three meth-650

ods. The graphs clearly depict that the proposed method evenly651

dispatches the loads among the gateways, while other methods652

lead to the partly unfair load association among resources.653

To investigate the performance of the network in three meth-654

ods, the average delay of task execution for three gateways655

Fig. 9. Network latency in three methods.

Fig. 10. (a) Average load of gateways. (b) Average execution time.

is calculated with the arrival task rate in Fig. 9. The fig- 656

ure shows the variable delay experienced by gateways in the 657

RR method due to the unbalanced allocations of the requests 658

by the arrival rate. As expected, the average delay increases 659

with the arrival rate for all approaches. However, this rate 660

rises with a steep slope for the RR method as compared to 661

two other methods. This graph clearly shows the effectiveness 662

of the MCDM-based load-balancing approach as compared 663

to RR and LBBSRT in providing a fast response to the 664

user queries. 665

In the next experiment, we evaluate the performance of 666

the MILP version and the AHP algorithm in terms of the 667

average load of gateways [Fig. 10(a)] and average execu- 668

tion time [Fig. 10(b)]. As the graphs illustrate, the average 669

load of the gateways is almost the same in both approaches. 670

However, by increasing the number of tasks, the average 671

execution time of the MILP-based model shows a notable 672

growth due to the time complexity issue, while the AHP 673

algorithm determines a reasonable solution for all cases of 674

task number. 675
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Fig. 11. Main descriptors of the system when number of the gateways varies between 2 and 6, maximum allowed phases of vacation is 30, λ varies between
0.5 and 0.15 arrivals per minute, and service rate of the gateways µG = 220, respectively. (a) End-to-end delay in network. (b) Probability of cache hit in a
gateway. (c) Energy consumption of network.

A. Performance of the Combined Load-Balancing and676

Caching Strategy677

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed678

model over IEEE 802.15.4, the total number of IoT devices is679

set to 200 sensor nodes. We assumed the packet size of 127 B680

with a bit error rate of BER = 10−5. The Poison arrival rate of681

requests is varied from 0.5 to 1.5 arrivals per minute, and the682

average service time of the gateways is 22 ms. Fig. 11 shows683

the performance measure of the network. We noted that the684

end-to-end delay of the network increases with the number685

of the gateways. The reason for this is the increased vacation686

periods induced to the proxies in a higher number of the gate-687

ways. However, this parameter falls with the request arrival688

rate as incoming tasks benefit from the updating work by val-689

idations triggered by queries from previous tasks. As a result,690

the cache hit rate increases with a higher rate of user queries.691

Fig. 11(b) illustrates the combined effect of the gateways692

and the arrival rate in the proxy cache hit rate. As noted,693

the cache hit rate is increased by rising the number of gate-694

ways. However, this rate shows a mild decrease with the user695

request rate in the beginning due to the increased amount of696

outdated entries in the cache. Then, it begins to increase as the697

new arrival requests benefits from the updated data cached by698

the queries from previous tasks. As mentioned previously, the699

network latency consists of processing delay and transmission700

delay. So, the increased ratio of cache miss will lead to the701

increased latency of the network. This, in turn, can impact on702

the energy consumption of the sensor nodes.703

The energy consumption per node, shown in Fig. 11(c),704

is decreased by increasing the number of gateways. Again,705

the impact of the user request rate is visible in increasing706

the energy consumption per node. Thus, an appropriate load707

association scheme can lead to save the energy of IoT devices.708

Finally, we note that energy consumption can decrease with709

increasing the number of gateways as it distributes the traffic710

loads among the gateways and accordingly reduces the cache711

miss rate and recaching operations in the gateways.712

As seen from the results, the proposed multigateways archi-713

tecture along with a resource caching policy can provide fast714

responses and reduced energy consumption for IoT devices.715

Furthermore, AHP-based load balancing can help to achieve716

a global load fairness among the network entities taking into717

account their load changes over time. Considering a general718

vacation queueing model in the evaluation and the IPv6 719

protocol stack over sensor devices in implementation makes 720

the evaluation closer to the real-world models. However, a 721

preferential treatment for different traffic flows with variable 722

evaluation metrics in AHP can also be applied to improve the 723

Quality of Experience (QoE) for different IoT applications. 724

V. CONCLUSION 725

In this article, we have proposed and analyzed the multiple 726

vacation-based queuing system to model the performance of 727

the IoT edge network. In order to speed up the user’s access 728

to the sensor data, we leveraged a multigateways architecture 729

along with a resource caching policy in the IoT domain. An 730

MCDM-based load-balancing technique is also employed to 731

provide a global load fairness among the network entities. The 732

proposed model facilitates the remote access from the Internet 733

to IPv6 IoT devices by leveraging the multigateway architec- 734

ture over IEEE 802.15.4 connectivity. The evaluation results 735

show the effectiveness of the proposed solution in the fast and 736

reliable acquisition of big data from the IoT domain, which 737

is promising to drive IoT development. In future work, we 738

plan to address the scenario in which the network has differ- 739

ent traffic classes of task request which are associated to the 740

gateways according to their QoS requirements. 741
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